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1  Our grandma   .................. ill   .................. the last month. That's why my Mom seems so

unhappy now.

has been / since    is / for was / since has been / for

2  I know .................. restaurant, not far from here on the main street.

few a few little a little

3  Which of the following sentences is grammatically correct?

How many pocket money do you get per week? How many fish are there in the sea?

How many famous woman do you know? How many foot does a person have?

4  Mathematics   ..................   my favorite subject at school, but now I like history   .................. 

more.

were / much was / many were / a little was / a lot

5   ..................  of the children were rude, but most were polite.

A few Few Little A little

6  Jane has not visited her relatives since she  .................. her hometown.

leave am leaving left have left

7  We only had  ..................   space because there  ..................   a lot of furniture and  .................. 

large boxes in the room.

a little / was / several little / were / a lot a few / was / several few / were / a lot

8  The answer to this question, which   .................. human beings since ancient times, still

remains unclear.

is interested has interested had interested was interesting for

9  Everyone seems happy because we'll soon have a  ..................  holiday.

two week two weeks two-week two-weeks

10  We have been advised not to risk .................. in these countries.

travel traveling traveled to travel

11  There is one  ..................   point I want to make about the project before we decide between

the various options we have.

skillful additional sociable midterm

12  We  ..................  the menu outside the restaurant, but decided it looked too expensive.

looked for  cared for collected scanned
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13  “Fortunately, the reports show a/an .................. in the number of deaths from heart disease

in the last five years,” said the doctor.

increase decrease belief disbelief

14  Do you have a/an  ..................  picture of what the house will look like after the changes?

mental emotional  physical healthy

15  Many great scientists of the world believe that NASA’s former researches about other

creatures of

the space have never been done and the existence of life on other planets is  .................. .

mental probable specific imaginary

16  Despite the fact that the book is over two centuries old, it’s still in perfect  .................. .

charity existence attitude condition

17  We need to improve the  .................. that exists between the university and all domestic car
makers.

relationship hospitality entertainment attraction

18  Video is a very good  ..................  for practicing listening to a foreign language. 

media  middle measure miracle

19  Some young people find it hard to communicate with the rest of the society as they have a
completely different set of  .................. .

members events  candles values

20  He played a key role in his team's success and was named the league's most   .................. 

player at the end of the year.

available valuable healthy voluntary
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